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MR. HABIB: I have no opening statement. I
thought it would be better,to suit your purposes, if we
went right to questions.
Q
How would the United States regard Mr.
Lon Nol when he arrives here?As chief of state? As an
important visitor?
MR. HABIB: Marshall Lon Nol, as you know~ has
gone to Indonesia for a rest. After that, it is
presumed he will be stoppin~ in Hawaii for medical
treatment. As you will recall, Spencer, some time ap.o
he had been treated there, and after that, he will
probably be, as his desire, come on to the United
States. It will be treatP.rl as not an official visit
in that sense. It is at his request, and our people have
been instructed to provide all the appropriate facilities,
and we will do so. He remains, as you know, chief of
state constitutionally in Cambodia.
Q
May I ask you about Vietnam? ~~at is the
outlook from the American side as to where this North
Vietnamese-Vietcong offensive is going to stop. Are
they going to roll clear on to Saigon?
. MR. HABIB: If you don't mind, that is one
of those questions where I will take a little time to
answer. Quite obviously, what you are seeing taking place
in Vietnam is the massive military violation of the
Paris agreements in such a manner that North Vietnamese
regular forces have been committed all over the 1st
Corps and 2nd Corps and have continued their operations
in 3rd and 4th Corps.
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\Vhere they are going to get to and how far they
are going to get is a question that remains to be seen.
As of this moment, the 1st and 2nd corps have
been substantially overrun. Your question is how far is
it going to go? I don't know. The question is, where
will the South Vietnamese be able to stabilize their military
lines.
I think you have got to go back a little ways
to look at this thing in its proper perspective, and
I am going to impose upon you a bit today for doing so.
Let's face it. If you take a look at the
situation today in terms of North Vietnamese regular
troops in South Vietnam, there are more North Vietnamese
regulartroops in South Vietnam today than there
have ever been before.
There certainly are many more than at the time
the Paris agreements were signed.
As best as we can tell, as many as five or six
out of the eight North Vietnamese reserve divisions have
been committed to the battle in South Vietnam.
If you look at the terms of the agreement that
I tried to explain to some of you before, you know very
well that the agreement that was signed solemnly -- a
solemn agreement -- provided, among other things, not
only that there would be a ceasefire, but that the North
Vietnamese would not introduce new forces into South
Vietnam, that weaponry could only be replaced on a
one-for-one basis.
In fact, what has happened is that you have had
gross violation of theagrement from the day it was signed.
In the face of that gross violation of the agreement,we,
in turn, have not been able since 1973 to be responsive to
the breaches of the agreement as signed and endorsed
by the other members -- signed by the North Vietnamese
and endorsed by the other members -- at the Paris
Conference.
Moreover, over a period of time, whereas the
North Vietnamese had been able to introduce into South
Vietnam greatly enhanced and modernized military equipment
weaponry, ammunition of new varieties, more sophisticated'-whereas they have been able to do that, in fact, rather
than being able to even meet the terms of the agreement
for one-to-one,which permitted one-for-one replacement,
there has been nothing like that flow of arms and material
into South Vietnam for the defense of the Republic of
Vietnam.
MORE
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So, what you are seeing is not simply something
that happened in the last week or so. You are seeing,
in effect, the cumulative results of these gross violations
of the agreement on the part of the North Vietnamese and
the inability to maintain that kind of response over time
that would have been necessary to sustain the agreement.
North Vietnam has deliberately chosen to take
this path of gross violation of the agreement. The
evidence is clear as to what that has involved. In
the past, it has been rather popular to say, ''Oh well,
both sides violated the agreement." That kind of
equivalency is irrelevant, if not completely dishonest.
Of course, there were violations on both sides,
but when you compare them in terms of their relative
degree, the ability of the North to mount the kind of
campaign that you are seeing today depend upon both the
violations in fact, in spirit, and intent. Anybody who
reado anything else into this thing is just blind to
circumstances as they have been evolving for several
years.
Yes, sir?
Q
Are you suggesting that the collapse
of the Saigon government is due primarily to these
massive North Vietnamese violations and not to any kind
of internal collapse in the Saigon government or the
army?
MR. HABIB: I am suggesting it is a
combination of many factors. As a matter of fact, I am
trying to bring about just that perspective in the
understanding of it.
I think if you are going to look at the situation,
you have to look at it in total. It is true that only some
of the South Vietnamese forces did not, as you put it, sort
of melt away in front of this onslaught,but in order to
understand the circumstances, the situation and the
forces at work, you have got to go back to the physical
presence of the North Vietnamese in total violation
of the agreement.
Unless you are prepared to start from that point
and work.your way forward, I don't think you will have
full comprehension of just what happened. In terms
of exactly what did happen, you are just as good
an analyst as I am.
I thinkfue Secretary of Defense addressed a good
deal of that yesterday in his press remarks. Quite
clearly, wha-l. the South intended to do was to produce
a strategic \\.::.thdrawal in the face of this overwhelming
force that was being put against it and its own judgment
of its own capability.
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After all, that was a factor. Now that
strategic withdrawal did not succeed, there
is no question of it. All you have to do is look at
what happened in the 1st and 2nd .Corps.
Q
What is the United States willing and
able to do about this? I wish you would separate the
answer into two phases; one, diplomatically, what is
the United States willing and able to do about it, and
apart from the diplomacy.
MR. HABIB: First, in terms of what the United
States is able to do about it. As you know, the President
did dispatch General tveyand to take a look at the
military situation and to provide him with a careful
assessment of the situation. The mission -- General
vleyand will be providing that assessment to the
President. I understand General Weyand will be returning the latter part of this week, but that you
will have to get confiroeJ over at Defense.
When that assessment is completed and available,
the President naturally will then make the decision as
to what will be required.
Obviously, it is quite clear that the necessity
and the need for resources for the South to defend itself
will be greater. There is no question that the losses
have been large, but moreover, and beyond that, the human
tragedy that has been created with respect to the
refugees is of such great dimension that it will
require -- and naturally we would expect -- that the
United States would contribute to the ameleoration of that
situation.
There will be consideration given -- careful
consideration given -- to both the military and the
economic humanitarian requirements of the situation. As
far as your further question as to what can be .done,
I take it you mean on the diplomatic side.
As you recall, we anticipated the nature of the
violations of north Vietnam's solemn word, and have
for several years. The answer is they have disregarded
their diplomatic obligations. They signed a solemn agreement. The Administration called particular attention to the
danger in Janua:r•y. The President, the Secretary of
State and other responsible, authoritative officials
have been calling constant attention to these matters
over the last several months, as you know.
The Administration is, however, not blind to
reality and is not also ignorant of the nature of
the North Vic~namese intentions and strategy. Quite
obviously, what they decided to do was to go for the
military blow that they have inflicted. This is not
something that was created in two weeks. This is
something that has been planned for some time. You
cannot do this sort of thing in just a weekend of meetings
and decision-making.
MORE
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They have positioned their forces. They have
positioned their armaments. They have drawn their plans
and they have taken the military course, as I said
earlier, in gross violation of their solemn obligation.
Any other word that one wants to apply to it is just
sheer verbage.

Q

Mr. Secretary, you have said you anticipated
this for several years. It has only been two years since
the Paris agreement was signed. Are you implying you
never expected them to live up to their agreement in the
first place?
MR. HABIB: I don't recall that. Did I say
several years? I thought I said several months. I am
sorry, I mean for several months.

Q

That was my question you took off on.
Could I ask you a follow-up? You spoke of the Paris
accords prohibiting the reintroduction of the North
Vietnamese. As I recall, it was worded there would be
no foreign troops. The reason for that wording, of
course, is diplomatic because they never would admit
they ever had any troops down there, but the United
States well knew why the wording was that way.
What I am asking is, at what point did you
come to the realization that a blow of this size and
extent was necessary?
·several months ago, or a year
ago?
MR. HABIB: Obviously, the present campaign
let me take your question in two parts. First of all,
the North Vietnamese know very well that the agreement
provides that where there is nothing said specifically
about the immediate withdrawal of the North Vietnamese
forces that were then in the South, the agreement
was quite specific that there could not be, could not be
introduced North Vietnamese forces into South Vietnam.
That was clearly understood and clearly stated.
As far as what has happened laterally, I think
you have got to go back to this season's campaign. If
you want to talk about this season's campaign, you have
to go back to about December when, as I said earlier,
after having positioned their forces and undoubtedly
developed their campaign strategy, they began to probe
and push militarily.
You recall at that time we called attention
to that. That continued on over into the new year.
Then, you haw-! got the further movement. You began
to get the movement of the reserve divisions. You began
to get the North, for example, making it very clear
that it was mobilizing. The signs of mobilization were
clear.
MORE

The launching of the latest onslaught t-7as based
upon the earlier probe and the earlier build-up. It is
not hard to read the tea leaves as to what was happening
when this was going on.
'

Q

Can we go baqk to the question of before·
that, as to what the United'States can do diplomatically.
The other side has put forward once again its offer to
negotiate without President Thieu and abide by the
Paris agreements.
How much worth do you put into this, and what
can be done in the way of negotiation?
MR. HABIB: That is someone to talk about
abiding by the Paris agreement in the face of what
I have characterized as gross violation -- gross
violations have been going on for some time. They
now have been raised to the highest point since the
agreement was signed. To speak about returning,in terms
of the Paris agreement, really requires a great deal of
credulity on the part of anyone to accept that.
Q

Does this mean that we are rejecting

MR. HABIB: On the contrary. As you know,
United States has always felt the terms of the Paris
agreement should be lived up to, that the terms of
the Paris agreement are to be lived up to right now.

the

The North Vietnamese make it very clear that they
are not prepared to live up to the terms of the Paris
agreement by their actions. They can say things, they can
talk about things that do not necessarily have to mean
what they say or what they appear to be intended to mean.
When one speaks about the Paris agreement, one
has to talk about what has happened to the Paris agreement.
Are they prepared, in effect, to abide by the terms of the
Paris agreement as it was when they signed it? Are
they prepared to abide by the terms of the Paris agreement?
There is no question that the Paris agreement does not
allow them to do what they are doing. There is no
basis within the Paris agreement for either the
forces in the South that have been put there in violation
of the agreement; the equipment that' is in the South,
which has been put there in violation of the·agreement;
and the use of those forces and equipment, which is in
violation of the agreement.
There is nothing in the Paris agreement that
permits North Vietnam to move its main forces clearly
in violation of that agreement.
MORE
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Q

What about the other part of the question?

MR.·}iABIB:

What was the other part of the

question'?

Q

It was about President Thieu.

MR. HABIB:
the question?

What about him?

Would you rephrase

Q
Isfue United States continuing its full
support to President Thieu?
MR. HABIB: This idea that the United States
support this or -- the United States ·supports the
government of the Republic of Vietnam. The President of
that government is President Thieu. That is the answer
to the question.

Q
Mr. Habib, I am curious about the phrase you
used earlier that it was clear that the United States
would have to provide more -- I think it is fair to
say, if I understand you correctly -- in both the
military side and on the humanitarian side.
MR. HABIB:

That is correct.

Q
Are you talking about more than already
reguested for South Vietnam 2 more than the $300 million
~eguested in the supplement~l?
MR. HABIB: I think the answer to that, of
course, to be technical, will depend on the assessment
that is provided by General Weyand on the mission and the
President's determination. What I am doing is repeating
what the Secretary of Defense said yesterday to the
press, that he anticipated the requirements would be,
of course, greater.

Q

Greater than what?

MR. HABIB: Greater than the amount that was
originally requested. That was the $300 million supplemental.

Q

So, you are

talking about more than the

$300 million?
MR. HABIB: I am not stating that. I said that
one can anticipate that possibility, in terms of the
requirement of the situation, but I am not stating that.
I am trying to be responsive to the question.
On the economic side, you will recall there
not any request on the economic side in terms of economic
assistance for Vietnam beyond that which was appropriated.
There undoubtedly -vlill be required substantial funds
for the care~ fc:Bding, relocation. an(~ ohcl ter of
the masses or refugees that have been generated by
this campaign. Again~ I am not stating, I am just
anticipating. I am trying to be responsive to your question.

w~s
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Q
Does your answer to those two questions,
saving that we are obviously going to_neeQ
.more, is this bnsed on the premise of the belief on your
part and on the part of the United States government
that South Vietnam can still be saved?
MR. HABIB: That, in the end, is going to be
a question th~t the Vietnamese are going to decide. I
want to make that very clear. The decision
of the Vietnamese to defend themselves is their decision.
' It is our decision.or our Congressional and other
organizational responsibilities,to determine what
we are prepared to do to assist them in that process.
What I am saying to you is, if the situation
developel as it appears to be developing, the requirements
for resources -- which can only come basically, in large
part, from the United States -- are going to probably be
greater than had been anticipated.

Q
You are talking about more arms for the
South Vietnamese government when the question that
seems to be posed by what we are sseing is the question
of whether it is already collapsing and panic may be
setting in in Saigon itself.
MR. HABIB: The answer to that is obviously that
what the South Vietnamese are seeking to do~is to stabilize
the military situation in Three and Four Cbrps in that
area, which is apparently the next target of the North
Vietnamese. The answer is they are already, in effect,
in battle in some of those areas.
As you know, there has been considerable
activity over in. . the Tay Ninh area up until this Neek
and there has been some on the Northern and
Northeastern edges of MR-3, Miili tary Peg ion 3.
Now, the question that you are posing is the
question of a prescience, which I am afraid I cannot give
you the answer, the answer is the test is there,
whether they Hill be able to defend themselves.
The question that is being put to us, as I
understand it, is are we prepared to provide the
resources to permit them to defend themselves.

Q
Mr. Habib, following on the relief question,
there is a report of a scheduled meeting of relief agencies
or relief officials here this afternoon. Can you tell
us a little about that, what that is supposed to do?
MR. HABIB: Yes. I think Mr. Parker addressed
the group yesterday. It was on the record. Mr. Parker,
who is disaster coordinator, is meeting with the
volunteer agencies , heads. the volunteer agencies, as I
understand it, to look into the question of what might
be done and 'Hhat can be done in terms of the humanitarian
requirements of the situation.
MORE
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t1r. Secretary, two questions. The first,
is there any reasonable estimate at all in any range
as to the amount of supplies and equipment that
have been lost in the battle, abandoned in the battle?
Q

MR. HABIB: We do not have one as yet, Murray.
I expect that will be part of the assessment, which we
are rece1v1ng. It is information of which we have got
scattered bits and pieces. I hesitate to quote figures
on that basis. It is quite obvious there have been
massive losses.
I have seen some of the figures that have been
used in some of the press reports. Those, to my knowledge,
are not official figures. We willwait until we get
them. When we have some clear idea what has oeen ~ost,
we will then have a better idea also of what might be
required.

Q
Let me pursue that a moment, if I may.
The estimates you refer to run up to and beyond $1 billion.
Is the Administration in a position now of seeking from
Congress assistance in the range that will restore
those losses, those massive losses?
MR. HABIB: You are coming back to the question
of what is the assgssment that General Weyand is going
to bring back in t~rms of the situation and the
requirements. I don't think it would be proper to simply
assume, as you are tryi~g to get the assumption to follow
on that, that it will be a replacement of losses.
What will be looked at, I am sure, are the
requirements of the situation. That is ~ot to say that
it is the replacement of everything that has been lost.

Q

Frankly, for a week now, all the questions
we have asked here about the diplomacy, about the
military strate~y: about the situation in South Vietnam,
have produced a si:~.gle answer: The Adrr.inistr3.tion is
waiting for the re-t-e.rn of General \veyand.
HR. HABIB:
Ho;-1 do you expect the Administration
to make a jucgn·.ent ~-lithot::.t the as~E"·ssme:1t which
it instituted imme::liately upon the :majol' campaign that
has been mounted, took place?

Q

Wasn't Admiral Gaylor in the area?

MR. HABIB: No, he just went through for a
couple of days. He tvas in Cambodia. As you know, the
President dispatched General Weyand specifically for this
purpose, and this requires careful study. It has been
given that careful study and, as I said earlier, I think
the President will be receiving General Weyand's report
before the end of the week.
MORE
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Q
At the 2resent time, thep. the;re
js no diplomatic activ1ty that the United States has
underway?,

-

MR. HABIB:

Q

With respect to Indochina?

Yes.

MR. HABIB: You know, there you get back into the
old business about what is diplomatic activity. There is
a record. There is what has gone on previously. There
is the agreement, itself, to which we call attention
constantly. There are the statements and the positions
expressed by the President and the Secretary.
I don't know what you mean by diplomatic. If
you mean are we trying somehow or another to turn off the
military campaign in favor of a return to agreement,
the answer is, of course, we are. The equivalent answer,
if you look at the other side of the coin, is what you
are dealing with is fundamentally a decision by North Vietnam to take the military option and not the diplomatic
option.
The diplomatic option was negotiated. The
North Vietnamese are taking the military option,
and you know and I know that when that military option is
being exercised, it is exercised to the full.
What follows if the military situation is
stabilized -- until it is stabilized, the North Vietnamese
are embarked upon a campaign militarily. If the military
situation stabilizes, will the North Vietnamese continue
to embark upon a military campaign? That is a decision
they will have to make.

Q
The military option may run right through
center of Saigon.
MR. HABIB:
point, Murray.

Q

That is your assessment at this

No, I am asking.

MR. HABIB: If one wants to get into hypothetical
questions of what happens if it all caves in, it is
really not the sort of thing I engage in. You know I
wouldn't; Obviously, there is a grave military situation.
Obviously, the requirements of the situation are for
stabilization of the military situation. There is no
question about that.
wait

Q
But are you saying the United States must
until the military option is concluded?

MR. HABIB: No, of course not.
anything of the sort.

I am not saying

MORE
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Could I follow up on that?

MR. HABIB:

I knew you would.

(Laughter)

Q
At the time of the Paris agreement
there was also an international conference that was
convened and a number of major powers, in effect,
ratified those agreements. Murray asked you about
diplomatic activity.
Why, in light of the North Vietnamese penchant
for both diplomatic and military activity taking place
at one and the same time, why hasn't the United States
~oved to reconvene that conference?
MR. HABIB: If you will recall, in January the
United States wrote formally to the ~articipants in that
conference and pointed out what was going on and
called their attention to it. We did not get much
of a response.

Q
conference.

You never asked for a reconvening of the

MR. HABIB:

Q

No, we did not at that time.

Why?

MR. HABIB: Marvin, North Vietnam has taken a
course which is incomplete and total violation of
anything that can be construed as the diplomatic solution that was solemnly agreed to.
~lliile

they are embarked upon that course, they
show no signs whatsoever of taking any serious steps
to abide by the terms of that solemn agreement. You
asked me a direct question,
whether we have actually
called the reconvening, and the answer to that question
is no, not at this time.

Q
My follow-up question was why, and you have
said the North Vietnamese are now pursuing a military
course which is obvious to anybody, and I am asking why
the United States is not doing anything? •;
MR. HABIB: The answer is quite obvious. The
feeling is until the military situation is stabilized,
they will not be diverted from that course. That is the
historical record with this kind of a situation.
In any event, that does not mean in any way
that we, ourselves, abrogate, disregard, or lose any desire
to see the terms of the agreement reinstituted and
re-established. How that comes about and through what
course it comes about, I think there again that is one of
those things that a little bit of time might demonstrate.
MORE
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Q

Mr. Habib, you have not blamed Congress

at all.
MR. HABIB: No, I have not said a word about
anything,about blaming anybody. I tried to describe a
situation. I don't know what you mean. Do you want me
to put blame? If I am going to put blame, I am going to
put the blame one place. I will put the blame on North
Vietnam.

Q

Almost every ranking American official has
blamed the Congress, in part, for what is happening in
South Vietnam, including the Secretary of Defense last
night. the fact that you are not raises a question in
my mind as to whether the Administration is now changing
rts tact~c, or do ou continue to place a good part
o the
arne on the Congress for not appropriat~ g the
mon~?
-MR. HABIB: Let me describe the situation.
don't like to use phrases like "blame the Congress."
is your phrase. I described the situation

Q

That

I
That

is the situation, Mr. Habib, that

has developed.
MR. HABIB: I will repeat it to you again. Let
me describe it to you. You said I have a right to answer
the question. Let me answer it my way.

\

I stated three elements of the situation
and its evolution. I stated, first of all, the
gross violations of the agreement on the part of the
North Vietnamese. I stated, second of all, that since
1973, we have been unable to respond to those gross
violations, and I have said, finally, we have not been
able to provide the resources necessary to have over
time -- not speaking about last month or last week -over time we have not provided the resources which we
are g~v~ng the South Vietnamese every reason to believe
they would receive, within our constitutional processes.
You could read that any way you want, but that
is the way I describe the situation.

Q
Mr. Secretary, if I may follow up. While
you have been unable to provide this, the Soviet Union
and the People's Republic of China, for their part, have
been supplying North Vietnam rather substantially.
What efforts have you made to try to get them to stop that?
MR. HABIB: You know, there was nothing in the
agreement that prevented them from supplying. What the
agreement provides is that replacements in South Vietnam
could only be up to a one-to-one basis. The violation
of the agreement resides in North Vietnam sending to
South Vietnam military resources beyond the one-to-one
replacement.
MORE
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to stop it, one would have hoped that there would have
been a degree of prudence with respect to such things,
but it is quite obvious that North Vietnam has received
all that it has needed to mount this massive campaign.
Moreover, you have got to go back again and
think of it over a period of time, that the Uorth
Vietnamese in North Vietnam have always had substantial
supplies. What the agreement provided was they could
not move them to the South. tYhen they move them to
the South, then they are in violation of the agreement.

Q

Then, are you saying it is all right?

MR. HABIB: I am talking in terms of the legal
requirements of the agreement. I just wanted to make it
very clear I was not accusing anybody of violating
the agreement by the shipment of supplies to North
Vietnam. That is not contrary to the agreement.
As I said, one would ha.ve hoped it would have
been exercised with a greater degree of prudence, but
it was not exercised.

Q
If it is not a violation of the Paris
agreement of 1973, isn't it a violation of the U.S.-Soviet
detente in 1972?
MR. HABIB: I don't know whether you would go that
far. I don't think we are quite prepared to draw that
sweeping a conclusion.

Q
Following Jim McCarthy's question -- and
picking up the word you used before "prescience" -- I
want to ask you what the motivation is for the desire to
rush military arms to South Vietnam now? Does it grow
out of the conviction the arms will make a critical
difference on the part of ARVN to defend whatever
is left of South Vietnam?
ment?

MR. HABIB: Are you referring to this air shipIs that what you .are referring to?

Q
-- or whatever they will get in the way of
additional resources, 9r is it a symbolic re21X to the
allegat~ons coming from Vietnam about American betrayal?
MR. HABIB: I don't think it is symbolic
in that sense. I think it certainly, in terms of
immediate shipment, has a certain psychological significance. It also has a certain practical, material significance. As you know, there has been substantial material
loss, ordinance. As I recall, the first air shipment
that went in was principally Howitzers, lOS's or 155's,
I am not sure which. I think it was a little of both,
but it is not intended to be that kind of an answer.

MORE
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Quite obviously, the South Vietnamese are
concerned, and that concern is not concealed as to the
ability and willingnesR of the United States to supply the
military resources thac are necessary in the current
circumstance.
The Administration has made clear, as far as
the Administration is concerned, they have the will,and
hope that the Congress will appropriate the funds
that will permit these things to go into works.
We are still operating on those obligational
authorities that exist under the original appropriation.
As you will remember, that appropriation was spaced
out on a quarterly basis so that supplies could continue
to roll in. Hhat you are seeine moving in now are supplies
that stem from that original obligational authority.
Q
Mr. Secretary, may I follow up? What plans
does the United States have, if any, jgr the evacuation of
4
Affiericans from Saigon? At what point would you start
evacuating Americans from Saigon? Is there any emergency
plan? That is the first question.
MR. HABIB: Let me answer that first, if I may.
In every country of the world where there is evidence
of a struggle, we have what is known as an emergency
evacuation plan. That is a universal plan. So, the answer
to your question is what plans do we have? We always
have such plans for all countries in the world, what
we call our E&E plan.
Q
Have you started consideration of the
possibility of evacuation?
MR. HABIB: The only thing that is going on at
this point, as you probably have read in the press,
is that some of the dependents on a case-by-case basis,
by choice, are permitted to leave if they so wish, but
there has been no triggering of any evacuation.
While of course, we have taken our people out
of the areas along the coast that fell within the last
week or so, our poeple got out of Danang, our people
got out of Nha Trang and Dilot and Qui Nhon. Those
are all .parts of what you might call our local evacuation
plan, but beyond that, the E&E plans are there. They
are always there. They are there for every country.
You had a second question.
second part of the question.
MORE
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Q
Where, specifically, would the United
States -- what would the South Vietnamese army have
to do to convince the United States that it had,in fact,
stabilized the military situation and therefore, would be
MR. HABIB: The evidence has to be clear on
the grounds •. At the present time, the defense of Three or
Four Corps are the heart of the matter, and obviously,
the heart of the heart of the matter is the area around
Saigon. That is the area one has to now watch. We will
have to see the capability and we will have to see the
results.

Q
Mr. Habib, if we could examine a little further
your premise that one reason for the present situation is
our inability to provide adequate resources to South Vietnam
to meet its requirements.
Over the past three years, the United States
has given $6.4 billion in military aid to South Vietnam,
and during the same period -- according to the intelligence
community -- the Soviet Union and Communist China have
given North Vietnam $1.5 billion in military aid.
I am quoting, sir, from the intelligence community
report.
I think the question arises out of that,
that with four times, five times as much aid from the
United States why has this not been sufficient to meet
the military requirements of South Vietnam?
MR. HABIB: It has always been true that the
requirements of an extended defense line are much greater
in terms of the resources necessary than the requirements
~or an attacking force that could pick or choose its areas.
~lliat was happening in Vietnam over the years -and again it is not a question of what happened last week,
John. I am not addressing that in response to your question.
I think, over the years, what you have had is that extensive,
defensive structure of every line of communication, every
province, every province capital, every district capital
Hith a few exceptions, an attempt for a total defensive
posture.

When the level of assistance began to decline -and it did, as you know, substantially in fiscal 1975 and
began in 1974 -- then it became a choice as to whether
or not they could still sustain that kind of total,
overall defensive posture.
It was quite obvious that the strategic decision
that was made by the Vietnamese government was to make
that wi thdraHal. The tactical failure of the -vd thdrawal
in the 1st and 2nd Corps is another matter, but the
strategic decision taken to begin that withdrawal was
based upon an inability to provide the mobility
and the resources that are necessary to exercise that
kind of overall defensive strategy.
MORE
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That is not surpr~s~ng. The defense, for
example, of an outlying post depends on the ability
to re-enforce it. You cannot have total strength in every
spot when the other fellow could pick his spot to hit you.
So, the defense of an outlying post depends on
the mobility to get there, and it depends upon firepower.
If you don't have the mobility and you don't have the firepower, you then have to change your strategy. They tried
to do so, and it did not work, at least in 1st and 2nd Corps.
Q
Mr. Habib, to sum up on Doug Kiker's
questions, we realize there is an emergency evacuation
plan. I understand there are sh 0 ijt~50 U.S. Marine~
those Navy shi s that are 1
off the coast of
Vietnam.
evacuat~on p an?
MR. HABIB: Do you mean the ships that just
went in for the evacuation of refugees?

Q

Yes.

MR. HABIB: I don't know what the figures are for
the number of Marines on the ships that went in.
Normally, ships carry a small complement of
Marines for ship's duty, but for that, you had better
address that to the Defense Department.
Quite obviously, that kind of question,- in
terms of how many are there and what they are doing,
ought to be addressed to the Defense Department. I am
not competent to answer that.

MORE
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Q
Could you tell us if the South Vietnamese
have enough divisions remaining in fighting strength
to stabilize the military situation?
MR. HABIB: I would rather not go into the
order of battle at the moment. I certainly am not going
to make any judgments. That is going to be put to the
test. I am not going to assume that they can't do it,
which I think some of the questions have indicated. I
think that that is something that they are going to have
to determineout of their own strength and spirit.

Q
Mr. Secretary, in view of the resistance
of the American public and Congress to the $300 million
already asked 7 where does that leave you when you talk
about anticipating the possibility of needing more than
$300 million?
MR. HABIB: The question is one which will have to
be put and addressed -- the circumstances will have to be
described, the requirements will have to be justified.
It will have to p,o through the process that we normally
go through in these things, and then in its wisdom the
Congress will decide. That is the process, and it is one
that is going to be gone through.
Q

Has the process started?

MR. HABIB:

The Congress is adjourned at the

moment.
Q

No, I mean the process of the Administration.

MR. HABIB: Yes, in terms of assessing the
requirements, as I have been accused of as has been
going on (Laughter) for a while, and the answer is yes,
that is exactly what the assessment -- among the other
things, that is one of the things the assessment concludes,
among other things, the assessment of·· the situation as
well as the requirement. I think that is what the President
charges.

Q
In view of what you describe as North
Vietnam's gross violation of the Paris agreement, has this
country or has South Vietnam any obligation to obey that
agreement· any further?
MR. HABIB:
Under normal international conventions -- I think there was some sort of convention signed
in Geneva some years ago -- obviously, when one signatory
to an agreement violates the agreement, the other
signatory is then free to do what he wishes.
MORE
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There is no intention on the part of the United
States to abrogate the agreement. On the contrary, as
we have tried to make clear, as the President and the
Secretary have, the United States look to North Vietnam's
gross violation agreement as at the heart of the matter.
We would not take that position if we thought
in terms of the nonapplicability to the agreement.
How much longer do we want to go?

Q
Cambodia? with Lon Nol having left, do you
see any possibility of any negotiation?
t1R. HABIB: If you ask that of the Cambodian
government, the government in Phnom Peny, that is their
most profound desire, and their most profound hope, and
maybe their most profound prayer. It certainly is
ours.
The President has always spoken for some time
now -- it is not something that happened last week -- of
the desirability of a compromise settlement. Is that
possible in the present circumstance. There.again, that is
one of those things that is going to be put to the
test.
There is no lack of desire on the part of the
people in Phnom Penh, from everything we know, to seek a
resolution of the conflict in which the killing stops
and somehow or other Cambodians decide what happens
then. It would not be from lack of wanting on their part,
but it may be from lack of wanting on the part of the
Khmer Rouge.
You obviously have :a situation there where
the Khmer Rou3e ~ave a military bit in their teeth, and
they keep po1r'1ding away. Indiscrimina-te rocket
bombing of P~mom Penh is not a mili tar:y -- in the old
days, we would call that terror bombing, but those
phrases have gone out of fad now.

Q

You described the military situation as
grave in South Vietnam. Would you describe the political
situation as grave, and can you give us your assessment
of the political situation?
MR. HABIB: I don't think it would serve any
useful purpose for me to comment on the internal
situation now, Jerry. After all, I am on the record and
I am a government official. I just don't.think it would
serve any useful purpose for me to comment on the
internal political situation in Vietnam.
MORE
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Q
Mr. Secretary, a two-part question. Is
there anything that President Thieu has conveyed to the
United States that conveys any feeling on his part that
the U •
St
out or betra ed South Vietnam?
That is the first question.
e second one
,
the portrait you have just given us of the fidelity of
the North Vietnamese to a solemn a~reement, did the United
States genuinely believe, when it signed that agreement
on January 27, 1973, that the North Vietnamese would in
fact honor the agreement as it was written?
MR. HABIB: The answer to the first part of your
question is President Thieu has not communicated any
such feeling. On the contrary, whatever feeling that
has been communicated has been the confidence that the
United States will not let South Vietnam down.
With respect to our attitude toward the
agreement when it was signed, quite obviously the agreement was negotiated in good faith. We signed it in
good faith, and we had expected it to be carried out,
in the major sense, in good faith.
Obviously, in circumstances in which that
agreement was signe~, nobody expected perfection with
respect to every clause and every cease-fire line and
every point within it. In terms of its gross terms, in
terms of its gross requirements, in terms of the general
thrust that you set the military war aside and you then
pursue the continuing controversy through measures other
than military, there is no question we had a ri~ht to
expect that.
After all, it was not only solemnly signed, but
it was endorse d by a convocation, including the major
por·rcrs . As f;..r as we were concerned and as far as the
South Vie t:-;.ar::·~ se were concerned, that has alw~ys been the
basic thrust of the:--policy.
I

of those who will tell you the
government ir ~ai;;.-.'n ne ~1er violated the agreement in one
respect. YJ~i .l<no\o; 'tnat is nottrue, and they know it is not
true, and I know i t is not true, but in terms of the
gross requirements of the agreement, the overall purposes
of that agreement, there is no question t hat they had
nothing to lose by abiding by it.
<~m

not

one

But the North Vietnaoese, froo the beginning, began
the build-up in violation. You would have _hoped, we went at
them in the beginning and said knock it off, in effect,
or this is a violation of the agreement.
MORE
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You will recall the Secretary met in 1973
twice in respect to the violations of the agreement, but
the build-up went on. It took its ultimate evolution
in the current campaign.

Q

Mr. Habib, back on relief, can you tell
us what the niceties of it are in terms of the -MR. HABIB:

Q

Requirements?

-- well, in terms of the hundreds of

~ousands,

if not millions, of displaced people in the
So-thern part of Vietnam, whether the United States
and.other relief agencies,relief organizations, can somehow get relief supplies to those people in the areas that
have already been overrun or whether we have just written
them off now?
MR. HABIB: In the first place, we would
hope that those people would be permitted to ~et out,
to exercise their rights of freedom ot movement.
Some of you might recall that Article 13 of the
Declaration of Human Rights gives people that right,
the right of freedom of movement, so we would certainly
support the desire of those people to pick the place in
which they would like to be.
Now, we will do what we can to provide the
assistance to those to whom we can get it. \<7e are
already embarked on that project. I think Mr. Parker
explained that to you. We will be seeking additional
resources for that purpose, and you have already seen
a clear indication that that is somethin~ that~ in the
traditional American experience, not only our people
expect of us, but :!everybody expected of us, and I
know we will not disappoint them in that regard.
vle have also, of course, supported the South
Vietnamese in their appeal to the United Nations and
other countries in the world to provide the assistance
that will be necessary, and some countries are already
coming forward, not only with respect to the evacuation
of the refugees, but with respect to their care, their
feeding and their relocation.
It is going to take great sums. There are
more thari just a few hundred thousand people involved.
No one knows how many will be able, in any event, to
get to that position where you can treat them and care
for them.
Spencer?
MORE
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Q
Hr. Secretary, you spoke of the earnest
desire of the United States to see a settlement in
Cambodia. The settlement would be between what
parties? Who would represent the Khmer Rouge? ~\Tould
that be Norodom Sihanouk's coalition, or what?
HR. HABIB: The United States has made it clear,
and I will refer you back to a conference we had here
not long ago, and if you want the precise wording, you
really better look at that piece of paper, but as
I recall, what we said at that time was something to
the effect that it is not a question of personalities
that is involved.
The United States is not seized of that
problem, nor are the Cambodians in Phnom Penh. They have
made it clear ·again and again that no one is any obstacle
to peace. The· obstacle to peace in Cambodia, the
obstacle to a stopping of the shootin~ in Cambodia, is
the unwillingness of the Khmer Rouge to have anythinp, to
do with anything except what they are doing.
They won't talk to anybody. There is no
attempt at finding a way out other than at the end of a
gun. All you have to do is to read the impassioned
appeal of the authorities in Phnom Penh to realize that
the war does not go on because they want it to.
Thank you very much, gentlemen.
END (AT 1:10 P.M. EDT)
(AT 10:10 A.M. PDT)
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Nr. ::>pivak.

_ .per~ nee,

In view of t.l-t

11·

Sc.c..:

tary Ki..;singer

u ...~~ las a so1nd foreign policy

i ! al outco:n · in · ndochina, "'IIlich is
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'I · "" .
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., · d · .e
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to, at the same

tir.1~ .

all of. those areas.
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To ;ay
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is , !lound design is not

re naking progress in
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ttemp~..ed
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now, that t,le can master these prohlei•·S, that
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setback ·~
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in all of those otlmr ar ... as,
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Wh l.Cll

we are

s i 9

In many coun-tries wouldn't the Secretary of

or Foreign Minister who had presided over this much

disaster,even if he were not held by everybody personal! '
accountable, be expected to resign?

r-m. ·tc CLOSK · :

Hall, it is a matter of perception

as you d'"'fine the situation, ·'lr. t-1onroe.

I don't think it is

fair to say there has been all that much disaster, and
t1 • rafcre the questim of l-thether or not

theS~cratarv

of

tate

HlOuld resign doesn't, it r>eems to me, logically follet·, and

in any case I think the President has mad

it vary clear that

he ,..~ill not resign and the President wishes him to remain
through the Administration •

..m. MONROE: Senator Benson has proposed a prohibition on
ona r.1an serving as both secretary of State and as head of
the i'lationPl Security Council.

'-tight not it be better for the

go:vern."nent and for Secretary r-as::.inger if he did giv3 up one
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to understand from your answer
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requested?
MR. MC CLOSKEY:
not ....eached
Ta~:~

are

pol.s. L.L C&l

request:

a
to
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grt. s,
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dm~n ·s.strati on

.t.eve.t in the
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be presenr.c:
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The v
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t:; J:'Q
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~ve-1,
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yet.

and how ·: :his ...,~1
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· ay to go
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MR. KRASLOW:

good deal of

r-1r. Ambassador, there is

8

concern about the rippl1ng effect of the failure of American

9

policy in Indochina and the

1C

1•
~

13

14

all of South Vietnam.

Places

I

like Thailand, Laos, South Korea.

II

what do you make of the bellicose sounds coming out of North
Korea in recent days?

In that connection,

Is this government concerned with

some possible attack there?
MR. r-tc CLOSKEY:

We were interested, obviously,

t .

in the visit of Kim I

1.

knowledge this is the first time he has

17

obviously it is s · qnificant that Mao Tse-tun9 met with him,

1~

where he hadn't with o:her gover .ment leaders who had

i

been there in the recent per od.
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imply that we feel tha &::. ther•
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increase in tension on the Korean penins · · a, but there i.s
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Sung to Peking recently.

To our

jsited Peking and

I wouldn't suggest or even
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l.S

no question it will bear some watching and
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w1.ll take us
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a little time, I am sure, before we are able to make any
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evaluation of the visi
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'=! .
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I think , for some
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By
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tto·~ever,

that .'. t wou:t a h ve
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'1R . GPIV1
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made a

commi ~~ent

R.

•

Sl,400,000, ·, oo of
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or~>""·!-s en t

1ch

SO'~e

~riod .

. coM . i tment?

Had we

To
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,Y
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m1 · . tary ass s tan<.:e, yes .

But as much as you think we should h ·Ve .

MR. MC CLOSKEY:
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e to provide

to do that?

· · ~ CLOSKE . :

MR. SPIVhK:
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t.e

ou

, - been

n thiP-

thi nk •t f air

No.

The request last year wns for

hich only $700 million was . prop1·. t
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!•Ir • r.icC loskay,

t•tR. HONROE :

w.1e 1\dminis t r a tion put ou

all sorts of signals back a fe\•1 w

ks

stage whispers, that it diu b.lan1o :.11

it \-Jas

.10.

rnor·

,

t.esl

OJ

in

'!src-.e i s for th
ti1~ l

failure of negotiations recentJy 1n
it said in public tha

-'::1

'ddle East and then

)larn:· ng tha Inraelis now

for the sake of credibility wh.: ch has :::au

d so mc1.ny

problems in recent years 1 t'lhy can' .. the 1\dministr tion
arrange to say the same thing in

c tha;. it iE saying in

.lb

private?
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ver~
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clear
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abilitx of
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~oi. ce ..:
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., 1d I k
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n
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w· '-·

s s a H.t on DacJ<.ground and what is sa1u.

coulnn •t

.L

~

r oo

I

agr ·~e

wit'l you more ti t

the

executive to spe ak with one voic , if not

necessarily using the same wor

by every spokesman, does

enhance credibility and certainly contributes to greater
public understanding.
I am saying that without any reference to the
incident that you raise.

1 do n= t

epe~ific

at anvone has

s ought to place the onus of blamemr the failure on Israel
l

~

· •.!. S

resptl!c .•

I•iR. SP!VAI<:

We have less than thirty seconds.

HR. LISAGOR: Mr. McCloskey, some ?eople believe congress
is tryinq to run foreign policy.

I think those people include

your boss, the Secretary of State; trying to develop

•

1c

"s •

..., '

.

D. you agr , - wi

~h

that?

. R. LC C.: OSKEY:

·1R. LISACO I :

No~--

entir !ly.

Do}Ou think it has go ·. its mitts too

u ··-

into the det<ils o : foreign policy from day to day?
. · ~. MC CLOSK

~Y:

I think on - ome .. pacific issues, bu

wouldn't ov:;! .cs tate that.
MR. SPIVAF·

our time i!3 up.

I am afraid we will have to interrupt.

·rhank you, Mr. McCloskey , 'or •.. .::ing wi-...n

today on MEET THE PRESS.
(Next week:
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King Hussein of Jordan )
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